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E10 Michele Abbate Grrracing Touring Car RTR, 4WD, 2.4GHz Radio System 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 

Price with discount $199.99

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $199.99

Sales price without tax $199.99

Discount 

Tax amount 

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

The fun and exciting E10 Touring platform gets an amazing look with a real-life racing livery! This awesome looking neon yellow and black car
adds an amazing fresh style to the HPI Racing on-road line-up!

Adding the aGRRessive styling and attitude to the HPI family, US Touring Car racer, GrrRacing's US 3 time SCCA Road Racing Champion,
Michele Abbate! Coming straight out of Vegas and competing in multiple road racing championship series, we're super excited for what's to
come with this partnership.

The E10 was designed so anyone can take the wheel and go for a spin! Arriving right out of the box in Ready-To-Run (RTR) form with a fully
painted body and a preassembled chassis, it's a simple matter of "charge and go" for hours of fun!
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The RTR E10 includes a high-performance electric motor, plus a waterproof electronic speed controller that features proportional throttle,
powerful brakes and convenient reverse functions, allowing it to drive and maneuver just like real cars. An intuitive steering wheel style
transmitter with real steering wheel and trigger style throttle/brake controls takes care of the controller duties.

Features:

Fully assembled E10 touring car chassis
SC-3sWP2 Waterproof Electronic Speed Control with Reverse
2.4 GHz radio system for crystal-free, comfortable control
7.2v 2000 mAh NiMH Rechargeable HPI Plazma battery
HPI Plazma AA batteries for transmitter and AC Wall Charger
Adjustable body mounts

 

Specifications:

Length: 14.8" (375mm)
Width: Adjustable 7.32", 7.56", 7.80" (186, 192, 198mm)
Wheelbase: 10" (255mm)
Weight: 2.8lbs. w/o body (1280g)
Drive System: Shaft Drive 4WD
Drive Ratio: 7.48:1
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